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Licensing Guide
The IpDoor system is fully customizable. It provides basic
features and numerous accessory functions that can be
activated through licenses. Licenses can be unlimited (i.e.
to be purchased only once) or renewed annually. Some licenses are linked to the panel in which they are activated,
others are linked to the account that activates them. This
makes it possible to completely customize your IpDoor system, choosing to purchase and activate only the licenses
you need.
Once purchased, they are configured in a simple way through the web interface. Simply enter the QR code provided
with them and associate them to the desired accounts. This
allows the various users to be enabled for their use.

Which licenses do you need?
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Remote App
Thanks to this license you can answer the video intercom and manage your inputs
remotely via the App installed on your smartphone. The license is associated with
an account so you will need to purchase one for each user who wants to use this
feature. The remote App license can be unlimited or renewed annually.
Let’s take an example
- Are you in the office and the courier calls your home for an important delivery? You can reply via
the App with a text message that will appear on the external licenced panel and open it to have
the package delivered. You can also check using the licensed panel’s camera that the courier has
left and closed the gate.
- Are you out for the weekend and need workers to enter your garden for urgent maintenance? You
can answer the video intercom from your holiday home and conveniently open the gate for them.
- Are you out for work and your child is locked out without a key? You can open the gate and front
door directly from your smartphone.

If you do not need to use the App’s functions remotely for your needs, you can take
advantage of the full potential of the IpDoor system while remaining connected to
the local network of your home. This means you can still open the gates, answer
and communicate with the visitor from any room either using your smartphone or
indeed any device (tablet, internal monitor, etc.)
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Number of buttons
By default the system provides a touch call button (i.e. an extension). With this
license you will be able to add other buttons to the licensed external panel according to your needs. Simply purchase a license for the number of buttons to add.
If you have more than one door station you can assign as many buttons as you
like in the license purchased. What does this mean? By purchasing a license with 10
buttons you can, for example, decide to add 6 buttons to one licensed panel and 4
buttons to another. IpDoor licensed panels don’t need to have the same number
of buttons.
Let’s take an example
- If in a condominium there are 80 interiors divided into two stairwells of 50 and 30 apartments
each, each entrance will have its own license plate and you will need to purchase a licensed number
of buttons with 80 interiors that will then be divided amongst the different licensed panels.
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Basic access control
This unlimited license (to be purchased only once) allows you to use the external
licensed panel of the IpDoor system in access control mode. The external licensed
panel enables identification of a user and allows them to access a specific structure
through different modes (NFC, Bluetooth, numeric code, QR code). It is a license
that is associated with the external IpDoor licensed panel, so you will need to buy
a license for each licensed panel on which you want to activate this feature. Once
purchased, it can be used by all connected accounts.
Let’s take an example
- Do you have domestic staff that you don’t want to leave your house keys to for security reasons?
You can give them a numeric code or assign them a QR code that allows them to enter. You can
even generate entry systems with well-defined time slots or temporary permissions.
- In the office, do you want to automate the entry system for employees and know when they
enter and leave? Thanks to access management via NFC or Bluetooth, you can do this reliably and
securely.
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Advanced access control
This unlimited license (to be purchased only once) unlocks all basic access control
features plus facial recognition, the most innovative and secure way to identify
a user. Furthermore the system provides dual security, because in addition to the
verification of facial features, it is possible to associate voice recognition, avoiding
possible false recognition.
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SIP interface
This unlimited license allows you to enable the IpDoor system to communicate with
devices in the SIP standard.
Let’s take an example
- Within a company it makes it possible to interface with telephone exchanges that in turn manage
the individual internal phones. When a visitor rings using the external panel, the call will arrive
directly to the company’s proprietary phones so they may open the entrances.
- In residential contexts such as villas this strong technological characteristic makes it possible to
interface with internal home automation devices. When a visitor rings using the external panel the
user can answer, for example, from the internal home automation device.
- In private or in accommodation facilities such as a Bed & Breakfast it’s possible to interface with
SIP service providers which divert the call to the traditional telephone network.
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Monitoring
This license allows you to constantly monitor the connection of one or more external units connected to the cloud server. In the event of a network failure or problems that cause one or more devices to be continuously disconnected, this security
service allows you to quickly receive a warning email or SMS.
Each license is valid for one installation environment, so you will need to buy a license for each environment in which you want to activate this feature.
Let’s take an example:
- The user is away from home, awaiting the arrival of a guest. He won’t risk to create a disservice to
his guest because thanks to the Monitoring License he will be notified of any problem in advance,
therefore being able to adopt alternative solutions in time.
- Does the installer want to offer a stable maintenance service to his customers? With a Monitoring
License, you will be notified in case of disconnection of a device and can therefore prevent the
problem even before the user has evidence of it.
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The user may reasonably expect a system with a lifetime licence to operate for
a period of at least 10 years after purchase. Due to the development of general
communication protocols, software, Cloud platforms, hardware and the like, updates and/or modifications of existing software, firmware and hardware may become
necessary after 10 years. These are not included in a lifetime license.
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